Open Fire Restrictions within the City of Fort Collins
Limits per Fort Collins Ordinance 065, 2012:

Fireworks: Use and Sale banned

Outdoor fireplaces, fire pans, chimeras and similar manufactured devices for open fires: Not permitted

Charcoal Grills at Private residences: Permitted

Charcoal grills at other than private residences (including parks): Not permitted

*Commercially* operated wood and/or charcoal fired grills designed for cooking. Permitted

Ag Burns: by permit and approval only and no permits or exemptions are currently being issued by the PFA

Gas or pressurized liquid stoves and grills: Permitted

Fireplaces or wood stoves inside of buildings: Permitted

Commercial, professional and municipal fireworks displays: With PFA approval and permit only

Constructed, permanent fire pits or fire grates within developed camp and picnic grounds or recreation sites: Not Permitted

Smoking: No Restrictions

Internal or External Combustion Engines: No Restrictions
Open Fire Restrictions outside the City Limits and in PFA jurisdiction:

Fireworks: Use and Sale banned

Outdoor fireplaces, fire pans, chimeras and similar manufactured devices for open fires: Not permitted

Charcoal Grills: Not Permitted

Commercially operated wood and/or charcoal fired grills designed for cooking: Permitted

Ag Burns: by permit and approval only and no permits or exemptions are currently being issued by the PFA

Gas or pressurized liquid stoves and grills: Permitted

Fireplaces or wood stoves inside of buildings: Permitted

Commercial, professional and municipal fireworks displays: With PFA approval and permit only

Constructed, permanent fire pits or fire grates within developed camp and picnic grounds or recreation sites: Not Permitted

Smoking: Permitted as defined below: Smoking within an enclosed vehicle or building, a developed recreation site, or while stopped in an area at least three feet in diameter that is barren or cleared of all flammable material. Smoking within an enclosed vehicle shall mean that the cigarette, cigar or other smoking instrument is at all times contained within the vehicle and is not allowed to leave the vehicle or protrude or be held outside the vehicle, including the window of the vehicle. Butts and stubs must be disposed of within a trash receptacle or within the vehicle.

Internal or External Combustion Engines: Permitted with approved spark arrestors